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Abstract—Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) is a very promising emerging memory technology because of its various advantages such as non-volatility, high density and scalability. In particular, Spin Orbit Torque (SOT) MRAM is gaining interest as it comes along with all the benefits of its predecessor Spin Transfer Torque (STT) MRAM, but is supposed to eliminate some of its shortcomings. Especially the split of read and write paths in SOT-MRAM promises faster access times and lower energy consumption compared to STT-MRAM. In this work, we provide a very detailed analysis of SOT-MRAM at both circuit- and architecture-level. We present a detailed evaluation of performance and energy related parameters and compare the novel SOT-MRAM with several other memory technologies. Our architecture-level analysis shows that a hybrid-combination of SRAM for the L1-Data-cache, SOT-MRAM for the L1-Instruction-cache and L2-cache can reduce the energy consumption by 60% while the performance increases by 1% compared to an SRAM-only configuration. Moreover, the retention failure probability of SOT-MRAM is 27x smaller than the probability of radiation-induced Soft Errors in SRAM, for a 65nm technology node. All of these advantages together make SOT-MRAM a viable choice for microprocessor caches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the continuous downscaling of CMOS technology becomes more and more challenging, the microelectronic industry makes huge efforts to find feasible alternatives. For random access memory (RAM), nano-magnetic storage devices (MRAM) are very promising candidates to replace the traditional CMOS-based memory solutions. Especially the non-volatility of MRAM is a major advantage, which minimizes static power consumption and paves the way towards normally-off/instant-on computing. In particular, MRAM based on Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) [1, 2] storage devices is one of the most interesting candidates as identified by the ITRS [3]. Among these memory technologies, Spin Transfer Torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) [4] gains a lot of attention as it is non-volatile, scalable, and has a low read access time [2, 5, 6]. In addition, due to the high resistance of the MTJ storage elements, STT-MRAM is compatible with the CMOS process [7]. Furthermore, the magnetization of the storage layer, and hence the stored data, can be switched without requiring an external magnetic field. Instead, a spin polarized current flowing through the MTJ device is employed.

Despite all these advantages, STT-MRAM also faces various challenges. First, although the write current is much lower than in many other MRAM technologies [6], it is still very high, leading to a high energy consumption (10x more energy per write operation than SRAM) [8, 9]. In addition, the high current through the MTJ imposes a severe stress for the memory cell. As a result, it leads to a time dependent degradation of the MTJ performance parameters such as tunneling magnetoresistance, write current, and write latency [10]. Moreover, the lifetime is reduced, as the MTJ oxide is threatened by time dependent dielectric breakdown [11, 12]. Second, beside the high write current, the write path itself is also a challenge. In STT-MRAM, the read and write operations share the same access path (through the junction) which can impair the reliability (read disturb), i.e. a read operation can by mistake lead to a bit flip (magnetization of the storage layer is switched) [13]. Third, the long write latencies usually prohibit the use of STT-MRAM in first level caches [5].

To mitigate these issues, Spin Orbit Torque MRAM (SOT-MRAM) has been recently proposed [7, 14, 15]. SOT-MRAM uses a three terminal MTJ-based concept to isolate the read and the write path compared to the two terminal concept of STT-MRAM. As a result, in SOT-MRAM the read and the write path are perpendicular to each other which significantly improves the read stability [7, 16]. Moreover, the write current is much lower and also the write access is supposed to be much faster, as the write path can now be optimized independently.

To evaluate the concept of SOT-MRAM and its implications at various design levels, we provide in this paper a detailed circuit- and architecture-level analysis of SOT-MRAM in both memory array design and its implications for a hybrid memory hierarchy in an advanced computing system. As we will show, the read and write latencies of SOT-MRAM are comparable to those of SRAM. In addition, SOT-MRAM offers a much higher density, lower energy consumption, is radiation immune and non-volatile. All of these aspects make SOT-MRAM a viable candidate for on-chip memory, not only for the last-level cache, but also for lower levels of cache.

A preliminary version of this work was published in [17]. In this paper, we extend our preliminary work with a quantitative reliability analysis. Therefore, we compare the radiation-induced soft error rate of an SRAM-based cache with the error rate due to retention failures as well as read disturb faults for SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM. In addition, we provide a more
detailed performance and energy analysis for various hybrid cache configurations and evaluate the impact of SOT-MRAM on the instruction and data caches.

To illustrate the benefits of SOT-MRAM, we perform both circuit-level and architecture-level evaluations in which we compare SOT-MRAM with SRAM and STT-MRAM as L1- and L2-cache memory. The main results of this analysis can be summarized as follows:

1) A hybrid-combination of SRAM for the L1-Data-cache, SOT-MRAM for the L1-Instruction-cache and L2-cache is 1% faster compared to an SRAM-only solution. In addition, it reduces the energy consumption by 60% and the area by 30%.

2) An SOT-MRAM implementation is the most energy efficient solution saving up to 71%.

3) Using the area advantage of SOT-MRAM one can double the size of the L2-cache, which results in 6% more performance, while still saving 56% of energy compared to an SRAM-only approach with small L2-cache.

4) Due to the performance advantage of SOT-MRAM over STT-MRAM, retention failures are less likely in SOT-MRAM. In a 65 nm technology node the failure probability is 27x lower than the probability of radiation-induced soft errors in SRAM. However, the scaling projections indicate that in future technology nodes, the retention failure rate in SOT-MRAM will be comparable with the soft error rate in SRAM. Therefore, designers need to find suitable means to keep the retention failure probability on an acceptable level. In this case, SOT-MRAM is a fast and very reliable technology.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the basics of SOT-MRAM are introduced. Section III explains the details of the memory architecture using SOT-MRAM and the resulting memory characteristics. Furthermore, the extracted data is compared with various other memory technologies. In addition, this information is used in Section IV to analyze SOT-MRAM as a possible replacement of SRAM inside a classical memory hierarchy. Afterwards, a quantitative reliability comparison of SRAM and SOT-MRAM is presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Magnetic Tunnel Junction Device

The storage device in Spin Orbit Torque memories is a Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) cell in which data is stored as a resistance state value. An MTJ device, as shown in Figure 1, consists of two independent ferromagnetic layers (e.g. CoFeB) separated by a very thin (a few nm) barrier oxide layer such as magnesium oxide (MgO) [7]. One of the two ferromagnetic layers has a fixed magnetization, i.e. the orientation of its magnetic field is fixed. Hence, this layer is known as fixed or reference layer. In contrast, in the second magnetic layer, the magnetization can be freely rotated based on the current direction (i.e. spin of the electric particles) flowing through the MTJ device. Therefore, this layer is referred to as free layer.

When the direction of the magnetic field of the free layer is parallel (P) to the fixed layer, i.e. the magnetic field orientations in both layers are the same, the MTJ cell has a low resistance value. Instead, when the magnetization of the free layer is opposite or anti-parallel (AP) to the fixed layer, the MTJ cell has a high resistance value. This high and low resistance values are used to represent logic '1' and '0' values.

B. SOT-MRAM Bit-Cell Structure

The MTJ cell is the core part of a bit-cell in SOT-based memories as well as in STT-MRAM as shown in Figure 2. However, to eliminate the shortcomings of STT-MRAM, the SOT-MRAM bit-cell has an additional terminal to separate the (unidirectional) read and the (bidirectional) write path which are perpendicular to each other. The terminals comprise a read line, a write line, a source line and a word line. The word line is used to access the required bit-cell during memory accesses via the NMOS-based access transistor. If such an access is a read operation, the source line is connected to the ground and the read line is used to measure the MTJ resistance by sensing the current flowing through the MTJ cell. During the write operation the current flows between the source line and the write line. In fact, the current direction is determined by the potentials of the source line and the write line (i.e. the write path is bidirectional). The current direction in turn affects the magnetization of the free layer and hence the value stored in the bit-cell. If the current flows from the source line to the write line, the MTJ resistance will be low. To achieve a high MTJ resistance, the current needs to flow from write to source line (high potential for the write line). However, the underlying physical relation between the current and the magnetic field orientation is still under discussion. On the one hand, the Rashba effect is said to be responsible for the current-induced magnetization switch [14, 18]. On the other hand, many people explain this phenomenon with the Spin Hall Effect [15], and hence refer to SOT-MRAM as "Giant Spin Hall Effect" MRAM. Nevertheless, in both cases the spin-
orbit torque is responsible for the free layer magnetization, which is the origin of the name SOT-MRAM. It can be inferred from Figure 2 that a bit-cell consists of two different technologies, namely CMOS for the transistor and a nano-magnetic technology for the MTJ device. Therefore, it requires additional layers in the layout and more processing steps during fabrication.

C. Comparison of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM

The main difference between STT-MRAM and SOT-MRAM is that SOT-MRAM has separate paths for read and write operations. Hence, these paths can be also optimized independently. This can be used to reduce the write current and write latency in SOT-MRAM compared to STT-MRAM. As we will show later, this is the reason why SOT-MRAM can achieve access times similar to SRAM, while STT-MRAM suffers from high write latencies. In addition, the asymmetry between read and write operations can be significantly reduced, such that in SOT-MRAM read and write operations have similar access times, while in STT-MRAM a write access requires considerably more time.

Furthermore, the probability of read disturb, i.e., that a read operation accidentally flips the bit-cell value, is negligible in SOT-MRAM [7, 16] due to the separated read and write paths, as well as the MTJ design, while it is an important source of unreliability in STT-MRAM [19]. In fact, in STT-MRAM the current for writing '0' (‘P' state) and the read current share the same path and are in the same direction, which can cause read disturb. In contrast, in SOT-MRAM, the write path is always perpendicular to the read path, which avoids read disturb faults. Read disturb is also the reason, why in SOT-MRAM read and write paths cannot be optimized independently, while this is possible in SOT-MRAM. In SOT-MRAM it is very important to maintain a certain ratio between the read and the write current, to avoid high read disturb rates. If the read current is increased to achieve a better readability (reduced read error rate), the write current has to be increased as well, as otherwise the read disturb rate would increase. The same problem arises, if the write current should be reduced to reduce the write energy. In this case, the read current needs to be lowered as well, which however impairs the readability. In contrast, since in SOT-MRAM read and write paths are separated, the read and write currents can be optimized independently to co-optimize readability, access latencies and energy consumption. This tuning of the paths is achieved by designing the read and write circuitries accordingly (i.e. use smaller/larger transistors to reduce/increase the current).

A common reliability challenge of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM is the retention failure, which is due to an inherent thermal instability of the MTJ cells [19]. This thermal instability can lead to data loss which reduces the retention time.

Note that in this work the in-plane STT-MRAM technology is employed for our experimental analysis. Beside this implementation, there is also a perpendicular STT-MRAM solution. The difference between these two approaches is that in in-plane STT-MRAM the magnetic orientations of the MTJ layers are orthogonal to the current direction (read or write), while these are in parallel to the current direction in the perpendicular implementation. Therefore, the latter version typically requires less write current and is more energy efficient [4, 20]. In fact, the reported current data and switching latencies vary a lot in literature. For in-plane STT-MRAM the typical write current is in the range of 100 uA-1000 uA with switching latencies between 2 ns and 12 ns [11, 21–27], while for perpendicular STT-MRAM the write current is usually between 30 uA-300 uA with write latencies in the range of 0.4 ns-45 ns [4, 20, 21, 28–31]. In this regard, always more current leads to lower write latencies for all STT-MRAM and SOT-MRAM approaches. The model for in-plane STT-MRAM used in this work is based on real silicon data [23] and requires a write current of 525 uA with a switching time of 10.5 ns (see Section III-B1 for more details), which is in the range of the previously mentioned data.

In both STT-MRAM approaches there is a considerable asymmetry between read and write delays as well as between the switching time from P-AP and AP-P [27, 28], which is not the case for SOT-MRAM. In addition, the read and write paths are shared and hence, even the perpendicular STT-MRAM version cannot achieve the same efficiency as SOT-MRAM, where read and write paths can be optimized independently [7]. Moreover, in SOT-MRAM the write path has a much lower resistance as the write path in STT-MRAM, which is going through the MTJ cell [7]. Thus, higher currents can be used for SOT-MRAM to allow faster write operations. In contrast, increasing the write current in STT-MRAM may lead to accelerated wearout of the MTJ cell. In addition, the switching behavior in SOT-MRAM is free of incubation as it is a surface effect relying on spin orbit torque, whereas in STT-MRAM the incubation time can significantly increase the switching speed [32]. As a result, if perpendicular STT-MRAM is used instead of in-plane, the STT-MRAM results shown in Section III and Section IV can improve, but not reach to the level of SOT-MRAM.

III. Circuit-Level Analysis of SOT-MRAM

A. Details of the SOT-MRAM Architecture

The architecture of an SOT-MRAM memory array is shown in Figure 3. As it can be seen, similar to the SRAM memory architecture, it has a decoder which is responsible for the activation of the word line indicated by the memory address. The major difference with SRAM is in the write and read
circuitry. As mentioned in Section II, the SOT bit-cell is a four terminal device which has different paths for write and read operations. In case the write enable signal is inactive, a read operation is performed by connecting the read line of the desired bit-cell to the corresponding sense amplifier. The current sensed on the read line is compared with a reference value to distinguish the value stored in the bit-cell.

For the write operation, the write enable signal has to be activated. In fact, the write operation in SOT-MRAM is bidirectional, i.e. the data stored in the bit-cell depends on the direction of the current which in-turn is determined by the input data value. As a result, the write circuitry can be designed in such a way that the high resistance state of the MTJ cell represents either a logic '1' or a logic '0'. For the write circuitry shown in Figure 3, it is assumed that the anti-parallel state (high resistance) represents a logical value of '1'. When the write enable signal is active and the input data has a logical value of '1', the current flows from the write line to the source line in the MTJ cell resulting in high resistance.

B. Comparison with Other Memory Technologies

To investigate the SOT based memory architecture and compare it with other memory technologies, we use a multi-level approach. First, we analyze the behavior for a single bit-cell only. Afterwards, this information is used to extract the data for an entire memory array.

1) Circuit-Level Memory Evaluation Platform: For the bit-cell analysis of SOT-MRAM, we use the framework proposed in [7] in combination with the TSMC 65 nm general purpose library for the CMOS elements. For SOT-MRAM we apply the model from [23], which employs in-plane magnetization. For both technologies, the models are based on real silicon data [7, 22, 23, 41], and the switching dynamics for the free layers are described by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert model [42].

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table I and underline the benefits of SOT-MRAM over (in-plane) STT-MRAM. In SOT-MRAM, the write access latency for a single bit-cell is similar to that of a read operation. Furthermore, SOT-MRAM has almost the same latency for the two possible write operations, i.e. write '1' (set) and write '0' (reset) [7], while there is a huge difference for STT-MRAM. Hence, the significant asymmetry of STT-MRAM is not an issue for SOT-MRAM. This is mainly due to the fact that the write path in SOT-MRAM can be optimized separately as explained before. Moreover, the per-access energy and the write current of SOT-MRAM are much lower. Therefore, the access transistor and the write circuitry of an SOT-MRAM bit-cell can be designed much smaller. This in turn leads to a lower leakage power for SOT-MRAM. Note that for both technologies the write current can be reduced at the cost of an increased write latency [21].

Based on the results obtained from a single bit-cell, we extracted the area, read and write latency, per access energy and leakage power for a complete memory array using NVSim [43] with its latency-optimized parameter set. NVSim contains circuit-level performance, energy, and area models for various non-volatile memory technologies such as SRAM, PC-RAM, R-RAM, NAND-Flash and in particular STT-MRAM. However, the standard models used in this tool for STT-MRAM do not consider its asymmetric write behavior (set vs. reset). Therefore, we modified NVSim to support this effect. Beside these necessary modifications for STT-MRAM, we adapt this model also for SOT-MRAM, which is possible as both technologies are very related. For all memory technologies except MRAM (i.e. SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM) the default parameters of NVSim, which are based on the ITRS data, are applied for this study. For STT- and SOT-MRAM we use the previously extracted bit-cell information to feed the modified NVSim models as these are more accurate than the data provided by NVSim for STT-MRAM.

2) Comparison of SOT with Other Technologies: To compare various memory technologies, we use a 512 KByte memory as a case study for which the results are summarized in Table II. For NAND-Flash, we consider the size of one page as 256 Byte and the write access energy number is reported per page. Furthermore, we report only the worst-case write

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STT-MRAM</th>
<th>SOT-MRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read Latency [ps]</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Energy [pJ]</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Latency [ps]</td>
<td>10,500 (reset) / 3,700 (set)</td>
<td>525 (reset) / 616 (set)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Energy [pJ]</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.9 (reset) / 3.4 (set)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
Comparison of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM for a Single Bit-Cell with One Access Transistor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Volatility</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area [mm²]</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>565.37</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Latency [ns]</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>565.37</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Latency [ns]</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2 \times 10¹</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>150.4</td>
<td>20.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Access Energy [pJ]</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>6902</td>
<td>2337</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>63670</td>
<td>592.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage Power [mW]</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
Comparison of Various Memory Technologies for a 512 KByte Memory Based on the Flow from Section III-B1

(†: GST is an alloy for phase change material Ge₂Sb₂Te₅, ‡: MIM stands for Metal-Insulator-Metal component)
latency and energy (with respect to set/reset operations and location of the bit-cell). As the results show, SOT-MRAM is comparable to SRAM in terms of performance and is even superior when it comes to energy consumption and cell density. In addition, unlike SRAM, SOT-MRAM does not have scalability limitations [4] and can be considered as radiation immune. Although PC-RAM and R-RAM are comparable to SOT-MRAM in terms of area and read latency, these memory technologies suffer from their high write latency and write energy [44], NAND-Flash has the smallest area and leakage, however it has problems with a high write energy, scalability and endurance.

Please note that for every memory technology different ways of implementation are possible, e.g. low-power, high-performance or high-density optimized versions. As a consequence, also the absolute numbers presented in Table II would change for other implementations. However, the major trends will remain the same. Therefore, the main purpose of this analysis, as summarized in Table II, is a comparative analysis of the trends for several memory technologies and their usabilities for the on-chip memory hierarchy, rather than the actual numbers.

In terms of cost, STT-MRAM and hence also SOT-MRAM should reach a similar price per GBit compared to DRAM, when these technologies enter the mass production phase [45]. Consequently, both MRAM technologies will be cheaper than SRAM, although additional processing steps are required. However, these will be compensated by the higher density.

3) SOT-MRAM Scaling for Various Memory Sizes: Beside the analysis for a single memory size of 512 KByte, we also evaluated the most important memory parameters for SRAM (6T), in-plane STT-MRAM and in particular SOT-MRAM for various other memory sizes in the range between 16 KByte and 4 MByte using the same methodology as in the previous subsection. The results are summarized in Figure 4 as well as Figure 5 and are discussed in the following paragraphs. Please note that the actual numbers can differ based on the particular memory architecture, but the overall trends discussed here will remain the same.

**Area:** The first interesting observation of our analysis is the scaling behavior of the area occupied by the memory (Figure 4(a)). As it can be seen, for large memory capacities all three memory technologies show the same trend, i.e. with duplicated memory capacity also the area increases by a factor of almost 2. However, for sizes smaller than 512 KByte, the area of STT-MRAM and SOT-MRAM increases slower than the capacity. In contrast, SRAM still scales with the same trend. As a result, SRAM offers better area usage for small memory capacities, while MRAM is superior for larger sizes (here starting from 256 KByte).

To explain this phenomenon it is necessary to decompose the memory area into the total bit-cell area and the area of the periphery (i.e. write circuitry, decoder and sense amplifier). In this regard, the bit-cells for SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM are much smaller than those for SRAM. In contrast the periphery for MRAM is larger, due to the higher write current. Both aspects together lead to the fact that, in case of MRAM, the size of the periphery dominates or is similar to the total bit-cell area for memory capacities below 64 KByte. Furthermore, the size of the periphery does not scale linearly with the memory capacity, while the total bit-cell area does. Hence, for small memory capacities, the scaling of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM is limited by the size of the memory periphery, while for SRAM the total bit-cell area is the limiting factor for sizes of at least 16 KByte and thus it scales better.

The second interesting aspect is the area comparison of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM. Although the access transistor and the periphery circuitry for SOT-MRAM are smaller than the counterparts for STT-MRAM (due to the lower currents), the overall area used by SOT-MRAM is slightly larger. This is due to the additional bit-cell terminal required by SOT-MRAM. In fact, this overhead depends on various aspects, e.g. design rules and size of the access transistor. However, as SOT-MRAM is not yet in production, it is not possible to exactly quantify the overhead. For an estimation, we decomposed the memory area into the bit-cell area (containing just the bit-cells and access transistors) and the remaining area (containing the decoders, read and write circuitry, etc.). While the latter is not affected by the additional terminal, the bit-cell area is. As the MTJ cells are placed in a different layer than the CMOS gates, each terminal requires a via. Since the metal pitch for the vias is the dominating aspect for the MTJ cell placement [46], the bit-cell area increases by 33 % due to the additional terminal (three vs. two). Using NVSim we obtained the ratio of the bit-cell area to the total memory area and found out that the bit-cell footprint is just 27 % of the overall memory area for

![Fig. 4. Area and latency scaling behavior for SRAM, STT-MRAM and SOT-MRAM for various memory sizes](image-url)
a memory size of 512 KByte. Consequently, the additional terminal increases the total memory area by 9%. Please note that this is just a very rough, first order approximation. In reality, the overhead can be considerably smaller.

**Access Latencies:** Another interesting phenomenon can be observed for the scaling behavior of the access latencies (see Figure 4(b)). Since the load capacitance of an SRAM-based bit-cell is much higher than that of an MTJ-based bit-cell, as the latter is much smaller, the access latencies of SRAM are stronger correlated to the number of bit-cells than those of SOT-MRAM or STT-MRAM. For MRAM memories, in the evaluated size range, the major contributor is the latency of the periphery circuitry and the routing delay. Thus, the access latencies of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM do not increase as much as those of SRAM with increasing memory size. As a result, although SRAM is the fastest memory technology for very small memory sizes, it is slower than SOT-MRAM for both read and write operations for larger memory sizes. While STT-MRAM is comparable to SOT-MRAM in terms of read latency, it suffers from its very long write latency. This underlines how effective the separation of read and write paths and hence their independent optimization in SOT-MRAM is. As a result, the asymmetric access behavior (almost) disappears.

**Per-Access Energy:** The per-access energy shows a similar behavior as the access latencies as shown in Figure 5(a). Thereby, the reasons are the same as explained in the previous paragraph. As a result, SRAM is again the best choice for very small memories, but for larger memories (here: starting with 256 KByte) SOT-MRAM starts to become the better solution. In contrast, STT-MRAM has a very high write-access energy, due to the high write current required [27].

**Leakage Power:** In terms of leakage power SOT-MRAM is superior compared to STT-MRAM and SRAM. The reason for the high leakage power of SRAM is its CMOS nature. For STT-MRAM it is the access transistor and the periphery circuitry, that are designed for higher currents compared to SOT-MRAM, which are the reason why its leakage power is worse than that of SOT-MRAM. Note that in MRAM-based memories leakage power is only consumed by the periphery circuitry and access transistors, but not by the bit-cells themselves.

**Summary:** In summary, based on our observations, SOT-MRAM is a very good replacement for SRAM in cache memories. However, its suitability for an L1-cache compared to SRAM strongly depends on the size of this cache and the clock frequency. For slower clock frequencies or larger cache sizes SOT-MRAM could be a viable choice even for L1-caches. However, the real cache performance depends not only on these parameters but also the application and its characteristics, e.g. read to write ratio or hit rate. Therefore, in the following section, we present a detailed study of SOT-MRAM as a candidate in various levels of the cache hierarchy.

### IV. Evaluation of SOT-MRAM for Caches

Based on the comparison of various memory technologies presented in Section III-B, SOT-MRAM is a promising candidate to (partially) replace SRAM as the memory technology for caches in microprocessors. Therefore, we analyze the advantages and disadvantages of SOT-MRAM as L1- and L2-cache memory technology in terms of performance, energy consumption as well as area. For this reason, various “hybrid” cache configurations are evaluated in which different memory technologies (SRAM, STT-MRAM, and SOT-MRAM) are used for different levels of the cache hierarchy.

#### A. Hybrid-Memory Evaluation Platform

Our evaluation uses gem5 [47], a full-system, cycle-accurate performance simulator that supports various memory configurations and allows to configure all relevant cache parameters such as capacity, associativity, latency, block size and policy. However, to model the asymmetric behavior of STT- and SOT-MRAM we had to extend gem5 to support different read and write latencies for each cache.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Single-core @ 3 GHz, out-of-order, 4-issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1-Cache (Data &amp; Instr.)</td>
<td>32 KByte, 2-way set associative, 64 B line size, 1 bank, MESI cache (SRAM: 0.7 ms, SOT: 1.0 ms/1.1 ns; STT: 1.0 ms/10.9 ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-Cache</td>
<td>512 KByte, 16-way set associative, 64 B line size, 1 bank, MESI cache (SRAM: 2.1 ms, SOT: 1.1 ms/1.4 ms; STT: 1.1 ms/11.2 ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Units</td>
<td>2x ALU, 2x CALU, 2x FPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MiBench applications</td>
<td>BasicMath, BitCount, QSsort, Dijkstra, Patricia, StringSearch, SHA, CRC, FFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC2000 applications</td>
<td>Bzip2, Equake, Gzmp, MCF, VPR, Twolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEC2006 applications</td>
<td>Himmer, LBM, Sjeng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III**

**Configuration details for the experiments**
The baseline configuration for our study is summarized in Table III. It is based on a single-core processor with a clock frequency of 3 GHz and an out-of-order pipeline based on the Alpha 21264 processor. Furthermore, the processor employs a Harvard-architecture, which means it has separate L1-caches for instructions and data, respectively. Both have a capacity of 32 KByte and the L2-cache is 512 KByte large. For each memory technology we extracted the read and write access latencies for the L1- and L2-cache according to the methodology presented in Section III-B. Please note that due to the chosen clock frequency of 3 GHz the latencies correspond to 3 cycles and 7 cycles for SRAM, 3 (4) and 4 (5) cycles for SOT-MRAM for read (write) accesses, and 3 (33) and 4 (34) cycles for STT-MRAM for read (write accesses), for L1 and L2 caches, respectively. This indicates that the final performance does not only depend on the memory technology for each cache level, but also the clock frequency.

To evaluate the benefits and shortcomings of SOT-MRAM as cache memory, we use various workloads out of the MiBench benchmark suite [48] and SPEC2000 as well as SPEC2006 applications (see Table III) to show the system behavior under different workload conditions (small/large data sets, simple codes vs. complex codes). All MiBench workloads are simulated completely, including the initialization phase, to be as close as possible to the real world. Since it is not feasible to simulate an entire SPEC benchmark, only the first five billion instructions were simulated in case of the SPEC workloads. Afterwards, the performance and cache statistics obtained from gem5 are used to estimate the dynamic (read & write) and static energy (leakage) for each memory configuration as illustrated in Equation (1).

\[ E_{total} = E_I + E_w + E_r = P_t \cdot t_{runtime} + E_{WA} \cdot N_w + E_{RA} \cdot N_r \]  

Therefore, for each memory technology the per access energy \( E_{WA} \) and \( E_{RA} \) for write and read, respectively) and leakage power \( P_t \) are taken into consideration. By considering also the number of read (write) accesses, \( N_r \) (\( N_w \)), and the runtime, the total energy consumption for every application can be estimated as shown in Figure 6.

### B. Analysis of Performance, Area & Energy

The main results in terms of performance, area and energy consumption of our hybrid cache evaluation are summarized in Figure 7. For this figure\(^1\) and all further discussions a configuration such as SRAM+SOT means that SRAM is used for both L1-caches and SOT-MRAM for the L2-cache.

**Area:** As expected the usage of SOT-MRAM or STT-MRAM significantly reduces the cache area, which is due to the fact that both technologies have much smaller bit-cells than SRAM. In this regard, the major savings can be achieved, if SOT-MRAM or STT-MRAM is used for the L2-cache, since it occupies much more area due to the higher capacity. If SOT-MRAM instead of SRAM is employed for the L2-cache, area can be reduced by 36%. As the L1-cache in our study is quite small, the phenomenon discussed in Section III-B3 occurs, i.e. for this cache size SRAM is smaller than SOT-MRAM. Hence, if the L1-cache uses SOT-MRAM as memory technology, the size increases by about 11%.

**Performance:** The results also show that SOT-MRAM can replace SRAM in terms of performance, while STT-MRAM suffers from its long write latency as expected based on the analysis presented in Section III-B3. However, the benefits strongly depend on the cache-level. For the L1-cache, the benefits are much smaller.

---

\(^1\) Note that for Figure 7 all data was first normalized to the SRAM+SRAM configuration results and then the average values based on the normalized data were calculated. This way it is ensured that all benchmarks have similar influence on the average numbers reported here regardless of their runtime.
SRAM offers on average 1% more performance than SOT-MRAM, while for the L2-cache SOT-MRAM is slightly faster, which results in a slight performance increase (i.e. runtime reduction) of 1% on average. Since the write access latency of the L2-cache has less effect on the overall system performance (lower write access rate, data is not written directly from the processor to the L2-cache as the L1-cache is not a write-through cache), even STT-MRAM can be used for this cache-level. However, for the L1-cache it is not feasible (i.e. runtime increase of 19% on average).

**Energy:** To analyze the energy consumption, let us first focus on the L2-cache. As Figure 7 shows, SRAM is not competitive with STT-MRAM or SOT-MRAM for this cache-level. This is due to the high leakage power of SRAM and the memory capacity of 512 KByte. If instead MRAM is used, the energy consumption can be reduced by more than 45%, on average. Furthermore, as explained in Section III-B3 the leakage power of SOT-MRAM is also smaller than that of STT-MRAM. As a result, SOT-MRAM offers the least power hungry solution for the L2-cache.

In contrast, for the small L1-cache (just 32 KByte), SRAM requires less energy than STT-MRAM. This is due to two facts. First, the per-access energy of STT-MRAM is much higher than that of SRAM, especially due to the high write current required by STT-MRAM. Second, leakage power is less important for this small memory. Both aspects together lead to a 35% increase energy consumption compared to SRAM on average (if SOT-MRAM is used for the L2-cache). Since SOT-MRAM has a much lower per-access energy consumption than STT-MRAM, it eliminates a major shortcoming and thus allows to even reduce the energy consumption of the L1-cache compared to SRAM. If both L1-caches (for data and instructions) employ SOT-MRAM instead of SRAM, the energy savings on average are 3%.

**Summary:** In summary, SOT-MRAM is a viable candidate to replace SRAM as memory technology for some levels of the cache hierarchy. It does not only offer a higher density and lower energy consumption but has also a similar performance. However, for smaller cache sizes such benefits reduce accordingly. As a consequence, the per-access energy gains importance and in turn SOT-MRAM loses advantages. Based on our observations, SOT-MRAM is a viable SRAM replacement for the L2-cache and in some cases even for the L1-cache, if it is large enough (in our setup, at least 64 KBytes). In other words, when the L1-cache size is small enough, SRAM is still a better choice. Moreover, for register files, due to their small sizes, the current SOT-MRAM implementation is not a suitable choice.

Please note that in a low-power processor running at a much lower clock frequency than the one used in this study, the access time differences between SRAM, SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM are less significant. Therefore, the performance differences are also less pronounced.

1) **In-Depth Evaluation:** In Table IV the results per benchmark for the hybrid cache-configurations SRAM+SRAM, SRAM+STT, SRAM+SOT and SOT+SOT are shown. As it can be seen, SOT+SOT is in most situations the solution with the lowest energy consumption, regardless of the application runtime. Hence it is the best choice for low power systems. However, for some applications the combination of SRAM for the L1-cache and SOT-MRAM for the L2-cache offers a slightly better energy efficiency (e.g. Dijkstra or SHA). This is due to the fact that the per-access energy for SRAM as L1-cache is lower than that of SOT-MRAM as memory technology for the L1-cache. As a consequence, SRAM is the better technology for the L1-cache, if the access energy is the main energy contributor, i.e. for high access rates. Whenever leakage energy is more important, for example due to a long runtime or low access rates, SOT-MRAM is the better choice.

Furthermore, it can be seen that often SRAM+STT and SRAM+SOT deliver the same performance. This is the case for applications that have a low write access rate to the L2-cache (e.g. StringSearch or BasicMath). If the ratio of write access to the L2-cache is higher (e.g. FFT, Twolf or VPR) SRAM+SOT is faster, as STT-MRAM has much higher write access times. In terms of energy consumption SRAM+SOT is always better than SRAM+STT.

The combination of SRAM+SRAM is neither the fastest nor the most energy saving solution for any benchmark. Hence, this configuration is, at least for our setup, not a viable choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>SRAM+SRAM</th>
<th>SRAM+STT</th>
<th>SRAM+SOT</th>
<th>SOT+SOT</th>
<th>SRAM+SRAM</th>
<th>SRAM+STT</th>
<th>SRAM+SOT</th>
<th>SOT+SOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runtime [ms]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BasicMath</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitcount</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijkstra</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>176.1</td>
<td>176.1</td>
<td>176.1</td>
<td>176.1</td>
<td>175.4</td>
<td>175.4</td>
<td>175.4</td>
<td>175.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSort</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StringSearch</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bzip2</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>18.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twolf</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
<td>5189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPR</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td>3754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eqヌake</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
<td>5070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>3213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blm</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
<td>5303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sjyd</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instead a hybrid solution or SOT-MRAM-only is favorable. However, considering all aspects, i.e. performance, energy and area, the hybrid solutions offers the best trade-off for our processor configuration.

C. Using SOT-MRAM Advantages for Larger Caches

As we have shown in the previous parts, SOT-MRAM is a very promising memory technology for L2-caches, due to superior performance in combination with an extremely low energy consumption compared to SRAM. In addition an L2-cache using SOT-MRAM is also smaller than an SRAM-based L2-cache. In this section, we will demonstrate that this area advantage can be used to further improve the performance of the overall system, as illustrated in Figure 8.

For memory sizes larger than 256 KByte, SOT-MRAM offers an area advantage of roughly 2.3x compared to SRAM (see Figure 4(a)). Hence, if SOT-MRAM is used, one can double the cache size (1024 KByte instead of 512 KByte), and the 1024 KByte SOT-MRAM cache has a size comparable to the 512 KByte SRAM cache (2.8 mm$^2$ vs. 2.7 mm$^2$). In addition, the access latencies are almost the same for a 512 KByte and 1 MByte large cache based on SOT-MRAM (see Figure 4(b)). As a result, the performance with the 1024 KByte SOT-MRAM-based L2-cache is on average 6% better than that achieved with a 512 KByte SRAM-based L2-cache. Especially, the larger SPEC benchmarks significantly benefit from the larger L2-cache (up 35% improvement). Compared to an implementation with a 512 KByte SOT-MRAM L2-cache the performance benefit is 5%, on average.

Beside performance, the increased L2-cache size has also an effect on energy. However, if SOT-MRAM is used for the L2-cache the disadvantage of the larger L2-cache is just 2%, i.e. the energy savings compared to a processor with a 512 KByte SRAM-based L2-cache are still more than 55%. In addition, for some benchmarks (e.g. Twolf, VPR), the energy consumption with the larger L2-cache is even lower than with the smaller L2-cache (both based on SOT-MRAM). This is due to the fact that in these situations the significant runtime advantage of the larger cache results in less leakage energy and hence in a lower overall energy consumption. If the larger cache does not improve the runtime, the energy increases by approximately 4% (compared to an SOT-MRAM L2-cache with 512 KByte).

Of course, the same principal can be applied to higher cache-levels (e.g. L3-cache) as well. However, the performance advantages are typically less significant. We investigated this aspect using a SRAM+SOT+SRAM (32 KByte+512 KByte+64 MByte) and a SRAM+SOT+SOT (32 KByte+512 KByte+128 MByte) cache combination. On average, the last configuration can improve the performance by 2% over the first setup. In contrast, the energy savings offered by SOT-MRAM increase considerably with higher cache-levels, due to the increase in memory capacity (see Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b)).

D. SOT-MRAM for L1-Cache: I-cache vs. D-cache

A disadvantage of SOT-MRAM for small cache sizes are the longer read and write access latencies compared to SRAM. However, in a Harvard-architecture the access profiles for the instruction cache (I-cache) and the data cache (D-cache) are considerably different. For example, there are no write accesses from the CPU-side to the I-cache and the I-cache access patterns are usually much more regular. Hence, the effect of employing SOT-MRAM instead of SRAM for these two caches is considerably different.

Table V summarizes the comparison of SOT-MRAM and SRAM for different L1-caches. As expected, the D-cache is more sensitive to the access latency than the I-cache. Therefore, using SRAM for the D-cache is the better choice. However, for the I-cache SOT-MRAM can be used without affecting the performance. This combination, SOT-MRAM for the I-cache and SRAM for the D-cache, also helps to reduce the energy consumption. On average, the energy consumption is 7% lower using this configuration compared to a standard SRAM implementation, at the cost of a small area increase (2.24 mm$^2$ vs. 2.05 mm$^2$). Nevertheless a pure SOT-MRAM-based configuration is on average the most energy efficient solution, but it is also the most area demanding approach (2.43 mm$^2$). However, for applications with a very high access rate (e.g. Dijkstra, SHA, Hmmer, Sjeng) SRAM for the D-cache is slightly better.

![Fig. 8. Performance and energy improvements for SRAM+SOT compared to SRAM+SRAM with 1) 512 KByte L2-cache and 2) with 1024 KByte L2-cache](image-url)
TABLE V

Comparison of SRAM and SOT-MRAM for the I-Cache and D-Cache; Each is 32 KByte Large and SOT-MRAM is used for the 512 KByte Large L2-Cache (Numbers in () represent percentage values based on SRAM/SRAM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BasicMath</td>
<td>30.8 (97)</td>
<td>14.9 (94)</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>30.8 (97)</td>
<td>30.8 (97)</td>
<td>29.8 (94)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitCuts</td>
<td>14.5 (91)</td>
<td>94.3 (97)</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>96.5 (91)</td>
<td>94.3 (97)</td>
<td>93.8 (97)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>17.53</td>
<td>17.59</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>14.7 (91)</td>
<td>14.7 (91)</td>
<td>14.7 (91)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJiska</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>23.72</td>
<td>23.72</td>
<td>23.5 (92)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quest</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StringSearch</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twolf</td>
<td>3126</td>
<td>3126</td>
<td>3126</td>
<td>3126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPR</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laplace</td>
<td>5015</td>
<td>5015</td>
<td>5015</td>
<td>5015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himmer</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBM</td>
<td>5273</td>
<td>5273</td>
<td>5273</td>
<td>5273</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syng</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI

Area, Performance, and Energy Characteristics for L1 and L2 Tags; Bold Numbers Show the Best Option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L1 Tag = 1KB</th>
<th>L2 Tag = 15KB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STT SOT SRAM</td>
<td>STT SOT SRAM</td>
<td>STT SOT SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area [\mu m^2]</td>
<td>18896</td>
<td>21307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Latency [ns]</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Energy [pJ]</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Energy [pJ]</td>
<td>126.62</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage Power [mW]</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Reliability Analysis

In addition to performance, area and energy constraints, also reliability is a major design aspect. As already mentioned in Table II, SRAM is very susceptible to radiation-induced soft errors that can lead to bit flips in the bit-cells. In contrast, STT-MRAM as well as SOT-MRAM are less vulnerable to radiation, but suffer from retention failures due to an inherent thermal instability. In addition, STT-MRAM reliability is also impaired by read failures due to read disturb faults. In this section we compare the radiation-induced failure probability of an SRAM cache with the probability of failures in SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM.

A. Soft Error Analysis in SRAM

When SRAM technology is employed for on-chip memory units, cache units are the major contributors to the overall Soft Error Rate (SER) of the microprocessor [49]. In order to estimate each cache unit SER, its Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF) is computed according to the life time analysis method presented in [50] and multiplied with the intrinsic alpha and neutron-induced FIT rates of a 65 nm technology SRAM cell working in terrestrial environment. The FIT rate is obtained from an industrial soft error analysis tool [51].

After obtaining the radiation-induced failure rate for each workload, the failure probability for one execution of that workload is computed according to:

$$F_{rad}(t) = 1 - e^{-\lambda t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\lambda$ and $t$ are the failure rate and workload execution time, respectively.

B. Retention Failure Analysis in MRAM

Memory units based on SOT-MRAM or STT-MRAM are less susceptible to radiation-induced soft errors, since radiation has no effect on the MTJ cells. In addition the size of the access transistor is rather large to supply a large enough current. Hence, only particles with a very high energy can influence the bit-cell state and this is only during write operations. Therefore, the probability of radiation-induced failures in MRAM is negligible.

However, MTJ cells suffer from an inherent thermal instability, which is an important source of unreliability for MRAM...
technologies [19]. This thermal instability can lead to data loss and hence negatively affects the retention time of SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM. To estimate the retention failure rate, \( F_{\text{ret}} \), in MRAM we employ the probabilistic model presented in [19], which is similar to the radiation-induced failure probability of SRAM. According to this model

\[
F_{\text{ret}} = 1 - e^{-n \frac{1}{\tau_0} e^{\Delta}}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of bit-cells in the memory unit, \( t_{\text{val}} \) is the average vulnerability time of a bit-cell, \( \tau_0 \) is a constant equal to 1 ns and \( \Delta \approx 60 \) is the thermal stability factor, which is a function of the MTJ cell size. In this regard, as depicted in Figure 9, the vulnerability time of a bit-cell is the time period between a write operation and the last read access before the next write operation occurs.

Using the power series definition of the exponential function and the fact that in the L1-cache the vulnerability times are very small, Eq. (3) can be simplified to

\[
F_{\text{ret}} = \frac{n \cdot t_{\text{val}}}{\tau_0 \cdot e^{\Delta}} - \sum_{i=2}^{\infty} \frac{1}{i!} \left( -\frac{n \cdot t_{\text{val}}}{\tau_0 \cdot e^{\Delta}} \right)^i \approx \frac{n \cdot t_{\text{val}}}{\tau_0 \cdot e^{\Delta}}
\]

Hence the retention failure probability is exponentially dependent on \( \Delta \) and has a linear dependence with the average vulnerability time of the bit-cells.

To extract the failure probability for various applications, for each workload the average vulnerability time \( t_{\text{val}} \) was calculated with the lifetime analysis method employed for the soft error evaluation. Therefore, during the benchmark execution the vulnerability periods for all bits were obtained according to Figure 9 using the simulation platform described in Section IV. Afterwards, the failure probabilities were estimated using Equation (4).

C. Read Disturb Analysis in STT-MRAM

Beside retention failures also read disturb is a major source of unreliability in STT-MRAM, due to the shared read and write paths. Because of that, it can happen that the applied read current flips the bit-cell value accidentally [52]. However, since the read current is unidirectional, read disturb can happen only in one direction. In this work, read disturb can occur if and only if the bit-cell state is AP (i.e. ‘1’ is stored). The model for the read disturb probability is given in [52]:

\[
F_{\text{rd}} = 1 - e^{-\tau_0 e^{\Delta(1-t_{\text{read}}/I_{C0})}}
\]

Again \( \Delta = 60 \) is the thermal stability factor, \( t_{\text{read}} \) is the read period and \( I_{C0} \) is the read current. Furthermore, \( I_{C0} \) is the critical current required to flip the bit-cell state from AP \( \rightarrow \) P.

D. Discussion

A comparison of the three different fault types for various cache configurations for a 65 nm technology node is shown in Figure 10 and for some selected configurations more details can be found in Table VII. In this regard, the main results can be summarized as follows:

- Read disturb faults in STT-MRAM are only a problem in the L1-cache, while they can be neglected for higher cache-levels. This is due to the fact that in average much more read operations per bit are performed to the L1-cache than to the L2-cache. In this regard, the L1-Data-cache is in average more susceptible than the L1-Instruction-cache, as most applications perform more read operations to the L1-Data-cache than to the L1-Instruction-cache.
- For all caches SRAM is the most vulnerable technology, due to its high soft error susceptibility. In particular, this applies for the L1-Data-cache and the L2-cache, while it is less severe for the L1-Instruction-cache. This is because the data lifetime (i.e. vulnerability time) in the L1-Instruction-cache is typically much shorter than in the other caches.
- Retention failures in MRAM are least likely compared to radiation-induced upsets in SRAM or read disturb faults in STT-MRAM. Accordingly, SOT-MRAM is the most reliable memory technology for caches in this comparison. As shown in Table VII, an SOT-MRAM-only solution has typically a 27 times smaller failure probability than an SRAM-only solution. If SOT-MRAM is used for the L2-cache only, the advantage over SRAM varies from application to application between 2% and

![Fig. 9. Illustration of data vulnerability time in a cache memory (W = write, R = read)](image_url)

![Fig. 10. Comparison of the average failure probabilities over all benchmarks for different hybrid cache configurations due to soft errors (SER), retention failures (RET) and read disturb (RD)](image_url)
85% depending on which cache-level is the dominating source of unreliability. As read disturb faults in the L2-cache have a very low probability, the main advantage of SOT-MRAM over STT-MRAM is for the L1-cache. Moreover, the probability of retention failures in SOT-MRAM is lower than in STT-MRAM, due to the fast execution times, if SOT-MRAM is used. This leads to vulnerability times (average and max) of SOT-MRAM that are comparable to SRAM, and thus significantly shorter compared to STT-MRAM.

In summary, SOT-MRAM provides the most reliable and least energy consuming solution. Although, its failure rate is not zero, it is much lower than that of STT-MRAM (due to read disturb susceptibility) or SRAM (due to radiation-induced soft errors). Therefore, if SOT-MRAM is employed, simpler ECC techniques to detect and correct errors can be used, which reduces the overall memory costs. For SOT-MRAM single-bit error correction is sufficient (lower error rate and random nature of retention failure), according to our results, while for SRAM multi-bit error correction is required to deal with multi-bit upsets in advanced technology nodes. This can be achieved by a combination of single error correction and an appropriate interleaving distance ($\geq 4$) [53]. However, such a large interleaving distance might affect the memory aspect ratio and infer additional area and delay penalty for small memory arrays, hence, more sophisticated ECC schemes would be required.

Please note that beside read disturb and retention failures also write errors can impair the reliability of STT- and SOT-based memories, since the write behavior (switching of the magnetic orientation) is of stochastic nature. According to [54] the probability for a write error is given by:

$$ F_{\text{write}} = e^{-\frac{I_{\text{write}}}{I_{\text{CO}}}} $$

Hence, $I_{\text{write}}/I_{\text{CO}}$ is a driving factor, where $I_{\text{write}}$ is the write current applied during the write period $I_{\text{write}}$. However, based on the physical data of our models, that current ratio is around 1.5 for both SOT-MRAM and STT-MRAM. As a result, the write error rate is negligible compared to the error rate due to read disturb or retention failure. Thus, it was not included in our analysis. Nevertheless, for ultra-low power memory devices, the write current will be significantly lower which can increase the write error rate such it has to be considered.

### E. Impact of Technology Scaling

A problem of SOT-MRAM as well as STT-MRAM is the relation of the thermal stability factor $\Delta$ with the size of the MTJ cell. Since $\Delta$ has a linear relation with area [19], technology scaling tremendously weakens the thermal stability of the MTJ cells. In more detail, downsizing by one technology node reduces $\Delta$ by a factor of two. Hence, it is required to take counter measures in form of architectural techniques (e.g. ECC protection) or material improvements, in order to ensure the required reliability when SOT-MRAM is scaled down.

In contrast, technology scaling reduces the vulnerability of SRAM to radiation-induced soft errors. According to the radiation testing experiments results, as technology scales from 65 nm to 45 nm, the vulnerability to alpha and neutron-induced particles reduces by 20%-30% \(^2\) [55, 56]. Furthermore, the FinFET technology, which is a promising solution for further downsizing, is 1.5-4X less vulnerable to soft errors [57]. Hence, even if $\Delta$ can be kept at 60 for newer technology nodes, the failure rate of SRAM will become comparable with MRAM-based technologies in two to three generations. Therefore, MRAM designers need to find ways to reduce the retention failure probability in future technology nodes to keep the failure rate at an acceptable level.

### VI. Conclusion

For shrinking technologies, non-volatile memories are promising storage technologies due to their low static power. In this paper, we evaluated a novel nano-magnetic memory technology called Spin Orbit Torque (SOT-MRAM). It is

---

2The probability of having a radiation-induced strike linearly decreases with the area reduction. However, in smaller nodes a particle has more chance to change the stored value due to smaller capacitance and operational supply voltage. These two competing factors, i.e. strike rate and error generation probability, determine the overall soft error vulnerability.
related to Spin Transfer Torque MRAM (STT-MRAM), but has independent read and write paths. As a result SOT-MRAM can achieve access latencies similar to SRAM which makes SOT-MRAM a viable candidate for on-chip memory, not only for the last-level cache, but also for lower levels of cache to replace SRAM. Depending on the cache size, SOT-MRAM can even replace SRAM as a memory technology for the L1-cache. In fact, our detailed architecture-level analysis shows that an SOT-only solution is the best choice for low power systems. We also found out that for very small memory blocks, such as register files or small L1-caches, SRAM is still superior to SOT-MRAM in terms of area and performance. Therefore, the best combination of performance, energy efficiency and area cost is offered by a “hybrid” solution composed of SRAM for the small L1-Data-cache (32 KByte) and SOT-MRAM for the L1-Instruction-cache as well as the larger L2-cache (512 KByte). Compared to an SRAM-only configuration this allows to reduce the energy consumption by 60%, the area by 30% and in addition the performance will increase by 1%. These area gains can be used to double the size of the L2-cache to further improve the overall performance by 6%, while the energy consumption is comparable to the system with the smaller L2-cache. Moreover, the retention failure probability of SOT-MRAM is 27x smaller than the probability of radiation-induced Soft Errors in SRAM, for a failure probability of 1x. M. Cubukcu, O. Boulle, M. Drouard, K. Garello, C. Onur Avci, I. Mihai Miron, J. Langer, B. Ocker, P. Gambardella, and G. Gaudin, “Spin-orbit torque magnetization switching of a three-terminal perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction,” Applied Physics Letters, vol. 104, no. 4, pp. 1–5, 2014.
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